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This article presents a quantitative binaural signal detection model which extends the monaural
model described by Dauet al. @J. Acoust. Soc. Am.99, 3615–3622~1996!#. The model is divided
into three stages. The first stage comprises peripheral preprocessing in the right and left monaural
channels. The second stage is a binaural processor which produces a time-dependent internal
representation of the binaurally presented stimuli. This stage is based on the Jeffress delay line
extended with tapped attenuator lines. Through this extension, the internal representation codes both
interaural time and intensity differences. In contrast to most present-day models, which are based on
excitatory–excitatory interaction, the binaural interaction in the present model is based on
contralateral inhibition of ipsilateral signals. The last stage, a central processor, extracts a decision
variable that can be used to detect the presence of a signal in a detection task, but could also derive
information about the position and the compactness of a sound source. In two accompanying
articles, the model predictions are compared with data obtained with human observers in a great
variety of experimental conditions. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1383297#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc@DWG#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades many models of binaural proc
ing have emerged that address various aspects of bina
hearing. Among other things, these models are able to pre
the intracranial locus of a binaural sound~Lindemann, 1985;
Raatgever and Bilsen, 1986; Sternet al., 1988; Shackleton
et al., 1992; Gaik, 1993! or account for binaural maskin
level differences~Durlach, 1963; Green, 1966; Colburn
1977; Stern and Shear, 1996; Bernstein and Trahiotis, 19!,
as well as for binaural pitch phenomena~Bilsen and Gold-
stein, 1974; Bilsen, 1977; Raatgever and Bilsen, 1986; R
gever and van Keulen, 1992; Cullinget al., 1996!. The ma-
jority of these models rely on the coincidence coun
hypothesis following an internal delay line as suggested
Jeffress~1948!. The physiological basis for such coinciden
counters are the so-called excitation–excitation~EE!-type
cells ~Roseet al., 1966; Goldberg and Brown, 1969; Yin an
Chan, 1990; Joris and Yin, 1995; Joris, 1996; Batraet al.,
1997a, b!. These cells are found in the medial superior oliv
Their discharge rate in response to binaural stimulation
pends on the interaural time difference~ITD! and, at favor-
able ITDs, i.e., when exhibiting maximum response, ty
cally exceeds the sum of the responses for either ear a
~Goldberg and Brown, 1969!. This favorable ITD is referred
to as the cell’sbest delay. If a given neuron is activated b
different frequencies, the different periodic discharge cur
appear to reach a maximum amplitude for the same inte
ral delay of the stimulus. This delay is referred to as

a!Now at: Philips Research Laboratories Eindhoven, Prof. Holstlaan
NL-5656 AA Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Electronic ma
jeroen.breebaart@philips.com
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cell’s characteristic delayand provides an estimate of th
difference in travel time from each ear to the coinciden
detector.

In models based on an array of EE-type cells with
range of characteristic delays, the neural discharge rate
sulting from the EE interaction is usually modeled as
interaural cross-correlation function. The intracranial loc
of a sound presented with a certain interaural time differe
is usually assumed to be based on the locus of the lar
neural activity or on the centroid computed along the inter
delay line. For a signal without any interaural time dispari
the interaural cross-correlation function is maximum at
internal delay of zero. An interaural time difference results
a shift of the cross-correlation function along the delay a
and hence leads to a predicted lateralization.

Some of these models also allow for the prediction
binaural masking level differences~BMLD !. When a broad-
band noise is presented in phase to both ears, and pure
are presented out of phase to each ear simultaneously~NoSp
condition!, the masked threshold is generally lower th
when both the noise and the tone are presented in p
~NoSo condition! ~Hirsh, 1948a; Hafter and Carrier, 1970
Zurek and Durlach, 1987!. Within the framework of these
models, the detection of the Sp signal is based on the reduc
tion of the cross-correlation value for NoSp due to the addi-
tion of the test signal~Colburn, 1973, 1977; Colburn an
Latimer, 1978; Durlachet al., 1986; van de Par and Kohl
rausch, 1995; Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1996; Stern and Sh
1996!.

Another important theory of binaural hearing is th
equalization–cancellation~EC! theory ~Durlach, 1963,
1972!. The basic idea of the EC theory is that the audito

,
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system attempts to eliminate masking components by
transforming the stimuli presented to the two ears in orde
equalize the two masking components~E-process!. Possible
equalization transformations are interaural level adjustme
and internal time delays, but also internal phase shifts h
been suggested as part of the transformation repertoire.
assumed that this E-process is performed imperfectly du
internal errors. Consequently, if the stimulus in one ea
subtracted from the stimulus in the other ear~C-process!,
part of the energy of the masker cannot be canceled.
many binaural masking conditions, this operation leads to
improvement in the signal-to-masker ratio and hence to
prediction of a BMLD. The EC theory proposed by Durla
is purely analytical. More recently, time-domain EC mod
have emerged which besides BMLDs~cf. Culling and Sum-
merfield, 1995; Zerbs, 2000! also account for binaural pitch
phenomena~Culling and Summerfield, 1998!.

There is some support from physiological data that
EC-like process exists in the mammalian auditory system
subgroup of cells in the lateral superior olive~LSO! and a
subgroup of cells in the inferior colliculus~IC! are excited by
the signals from one ear and inhibited by the signals from
other ear~Roseet al., 1966; Boudreau and Tsuchitani, 196
Kuwadaet al., 1984; Joris and Yin, 1995; Batraet al., 1997a,
b; Palmeret al., 1997; McAlpineet al., 1998!. The cells in
the LSO are typically excited by the ipsilateral ear and
hibited by the contralateral ear and are therefore classifie
EI-type ~excitation–inhibition! cells. For neurons situated i
the IC the excitatory and inhibitory channels are typica
reversed and these cells are classified as IE-type cells.
opposite influence of the two ears makes these cells sens
to interaural intensity differences~IIDs!. With increasing in-
hibitory level, the neuron’s activity decreases up to a cert
level where its activity is completely inhibited. The IID ne
essary to completely inhibit the cell’s response varies ac
neurons~Parket al., 1997; Tsuchitani, 1997; Park, 1998!. We
refer to the minimum interaural intensity difference need
to completely inhibit the activity as the neuron’scharacter-
istic IID. Within a phenomenological context we may thin
of the whole population of EI-type neurons with differe
characteristic IIDs as multiple ‘‘taps’’ wherein differences
level between channels are processed in parallel, very sim
to the ITD sensitivity for EE-type neurons. There are so
suggestive data for the LSO~Park et al., 1997; Tsuchitani,
1997! and for the IC~Irvine and Gago, 1990! that the IID
sensitivity of EI-type neurons reflects the differences
threshold between the excitatory and inhibitory inputs t
innervate each EI-type cell. In addition to IID sensitivit
EI-type cells have been reported to exhibit ITD sensitivity
well ~Joris and Yin, 1995; Joris, 1996; Park, 1998!. These
results suggest that both ITD and IID sensitivity may
understood by considering the outcome of a subtrac
mechanism for EI-type neurons with a characteristic IIDand
ITD.

Despite this apparent similarity between EI-type c
properties and the basic mechanism of the EC theory,
uncertain to what extent EI-type neurons contribute to b
aural hearing phenomena in humans. In experimental
mals, ITD-sensitive IE units only comprise 12% of low
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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frequency units in the IC~Palmeret al., 1997!. Furthermore,
anatomical studies revealed that the LSO in humans is m
less well developed than in experimental animals~Moore,
1987!. Hence the physiological basis for a human binau
processing model based on EI-type neurons is uncertain

Although the two binaural mechanisms previously d
scribed are different in their phenomenological properti
this does not necessarily mean that these processes diff
terms of their predictive scope. In fact, Domnitz and Colbu
~1976! argued that for an interaurally out-of-phase tonal s
nal masked by a diotic Gaussian noise, a model based on
interaural correlation and a model based on the distribu
of the interaural differences will predict essentially the sa
thresholds. Furthermore, Colburn and Durlach~1978! and
Green~1992! stated that the decision variables based on
correlation and on an EC mechanism are linear functions
one another, hence resulting in equivalent predictions. C
sequently, as written in Colburn and Durlach~1978!, the ef-
fect of interaural parameters of both the masker and sig
can be accounted for independently of whether the decis
variable is identified with the interaural correlation or wi
the interaural differences.

Recently, however, it has been shown that in cert
other conditions, differences exist between these models.
example, Breebaartet al. ~1999! showed that NoSp condi-
tions with non-Gaussian noise result in different predictio
for the two theories. It was argued that an EC-like mod
may be favored over a model based on the cross correla
in that it describes thresholds for static and dynamica
varying ITDs and IIDs more satisfactorily: it provides a wa
to describe sensitivity to IIDs and ITDs, as well as binau
detection data with one single parameter. Second, Breeb
and Kohlrausch~2001! demonstrated that uncertainty in th
binaural parameters is treated differently by models based
the correlation compared to models based on an EC-
mechanism. A third difference between the two binau
mechanisms is related to the temporal processing. More
cifically, the effect of signal and masker duration in an NoSp
condition is difficult to understand in terms of the cross c
relation ~see Sec. V!. A fourth difference is related to
stimulus-level variability. The EC-type detection process
not vulnerable to stimulus level variability. Cross
correlation-based models, on the other hand, require spe
accommodations to reduce the detrimental effects of stim
lus level variability on detection performance in narrow-ba
noise conditions~see van de Paret al., 2001; Colburn and
Isabelle, 2001!.

In summary, for many binaural detection condition
models based on the EC theory and models based on
cross correlation are expected to give very similar pred
tions. In conditions where these predictions are not simi
however, a model based on an EC mechanism may be
vored over a cross-correlation model because of its wi
predictive scope and the fact that less specific assumpt
have to be made. We therefore have chosen to base the
aural interaction in our model on an EI-like interaction. Th
choice will be further motivated in Sec. VII.
1075Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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II. MODEL PHILOSOPHY

Two different approaches can be pursued when deve
ing a model. An important category of models is purely an
lytical. This means that the model and its predictions hea
rely on stimulus statistics rather than on explicit waveform
This class of models provides a powerful means to und
stand many aspects of data in the literature, independen
details of realization. At the same time the analytical nat
presents us with the limitation that it is very difficult to ob
tain predictions for arbitrary stimulus configurations, like f
frozen-noise tokens. This drawback conflicts with the m
important objective in our modeling efforts: to develop
model that can simulate a wide variety of binaural detect
datawithout any restrictions with respect to the stimuli. In
this respect, we followed the philosophy of Dauet al.
~1996a! to make the model applicable to binaural conditio
with stochastic as well as deterministic stimuli, such as f
zen noise. Therefore, the model must be able to deal w
actual time signals and each processing stage of the m
must be described accordingly. The advantage of this
proach is that the model can be used as an artificial obse
for example, in a three-interval, forced-choice proced
with adaptive signal adjustment or for measuring psychom
ric functions. We tried to combine this philosophy with th
requirements of binaural models that were discussed by
burn and Durlach~1978!, who stated that all published mod
els were deficient in at least one of the following areas:

~1! Providing a complete quantitative description of how t
stimulus waveforms are processed and of how this p
cessing is corrupted by internal noise.

~2! Having a sufficiently small number of free parameters
the model to prevent the model from becoming merel
transformation of coordinates or an elaborate curve-fi

~3! Taking account of general perceptual principles in mo
eling the higher-level, more central portions of the sy
tem for which there are no adequate systematic ph
ological results available.

~4! Deriving all the predictions that follow from the assum
tions of the model and comparing these predictions to
the relevant data.

~5! Relating the assumptions and parameters of the mod
a serious manner to known physiological results.

With respect to the first two points, we decided to e
pand the monaural detection model developed by Dauet al.
~1996a!. This model provides a detailed description of t
processing of stimulus waveforms and the extension of
model to a binaural model requires only a few extra mo
parameters. This extension has the advantage that the
predictive scope of the original monaural model is inheri
by the current model. A detailed description of the compl
model and its various stages are given in Secs. III–VI.

As noted by Colburn and Durlach~1978! in their third
point, it is presently not possible to base the central decis
process on systematic physiological data. The analysis s
of the current model is therefore based on mathematical p
ciples rather than physiological knowledge. In particular,
adaptive template-matching procedure was incorporated.
1076 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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idea of template matching has been used before in mode
monaural auditory perception~cf. Dau, 1992; Dauet al.,
1996a! and also for binaural perception~Holube et al.,
1995!. A new feature that was added is the adaptive natur
the template-matching procedure: if the signal level
changed during a run in a forced-choice detection task w
adaptive signal-level adjustment, the model adapts its in
nal templates accordingly. The advantage of this approac
that the model does not need to ‘‘learn’’ the stimulus a
available detection cues beforehand and hence simulat
can start on the fly~as real subjects do!.

With respect to the fourth and fifth points raised by Co
burn and Durlach~1978!, we refer to the two accompanyin
articles, which focus on simulations of various detection e
periments. In particular, Breebaartet al. ~2001a! focuses on
spectral and interaural parameters of the stimuli, and Br
baartet al. ~2001b! deals with temporal stimulus propertie

III. MODEL OVERVIEW

The model is divided into three stages as shown in F
1. The first stage comprises peripheral preprocessing, inc
ing the spectral filtering and hair cell transduction in t
cochlea. In the second stage, the binaural processor, the
nals from one ear are compared to the corresponding sig
from the other ear by means of EI interactions as a funct
of the internal characteristic IID and ITD. The third stage
a central processor. This stage can decide whether a sign
present in a masker, but in principle could also extract loc
ization information from the EI-type activity pattern. Th
central stage receives both the outputs of the binaural
cessor as well as the direct outputs of the peripheral pre
cessor. Each box within the three stages of Fig. 1 repres
a building block which is a functional or phenomenologic
model of physiological stages in the mammalian audito
system. Each stage and its building blocks will be specifi
separately in the following sections.

IV. PERIPHERAL PROCESSING STAGE

The first stage of the model simulates the effective s
nal processing of the peripheral auditory system result
from the outer, middle, and inner ear and the auditory ner
This stage is very similar to the implementation described
Dauet al. ~1996a!. The processing blocks have the followin
properties:

~1! The combined outer and middle ear transfer function
modeled by a time-invariant bandpass filter with a rollo
of 6 dB/oct below 1 kHz and26 dB/oct above 4 kHz.
This filter is sufficient to simulate headphone data. F
simulations with directional sound, additional convol
tion with a corresponding head-related transfer funct
~HRTF! would be necessary. Since we only simula
headphone experiments in this article and the two sub
quent articles, HRTF filtering is not included.

~2! The cochlea including the basilar membrane is mode
by a third-order gammatone filterbank~Johannesma
1972; Pattersonet al., 1988!, using filters with a band-
width corresponding to the equivalent rectangular ba
width ~ERB! ~Glasberg and Moore, 1990!. The spectral
Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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FIG. 1. Successive stages of the model. The sign
arriving from both ears are processed by a periphe
preprocessing stage~outer and middle ear transfer func
tion, linear basilar membrane model, additive intern
noise, inner hair cell stage, and adaptation loops!, fol-
lowed by a binaural processor. The signals from t
monaural channels and the binaural channels are p
cessed by a central processor, which extracts one d
sion variable. Internally represented input signals a
corrupted by internal noise and are compared to te
plates stored in memory. This comparison results in
single decision variable.
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spacing is two filters per ERB. Because of the line
behavior of the gammatone filterbank, basilar membr
nonlinearities such as compression are not included
this stage.

~3! To incorporate an absolute threshold~i.e., a noise floor!,
an independent Gaussian noise is added to each s
originating from the filterbank. The noise is statistica
independent for each frequency channel and has a l
which corresponds to a sound pressure level of 60mPa
~i.e., 9.4 dB SPL!. This value is chosen such that th
absolute threshold of a 2-kHz input signal with a level
5 dB SPL results in a level increase of about 1 dB.
combination with the effect of stage 1, the model th
has a frequency-dependent absolute threshold. For lo
duration sinusoidal signals, this threshold is about 5
SPL between 1 and 4 kHz.

~4! The effective signal processing of the inner hair cells
modeled by a half-wave rectifier, followed by a fifth
order low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency~23 dB
point! of 770 Hz. For frequencies below about 770 H
the low-pass filter has~almost! no effect on the output
Hence only the negative phase of the waveform is l
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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and therefore the timing information in the fine structu
of the waveform is preserved at the output. For frequ
cies above 2000 Hz,~nearly! all phase information is los
after the low-pass filter and only the envelope of t
incoming signals is present at the output of this sta
For frequencies in between, a gradual loss of phase
formation is observed. In this way, the model effective
simulates the decrease of phase locking with increas
frequency observed in the auditory nerve~Kiang, 1975;
Johnson, 1980; Weis and Rose, 1988; Bernstein and
hiotis, 1996!.

~5! To include the influence of adaptation with various tim
constants, a chain of five adaptation loops was includ
~Dau et al., 1996a, b!. For a signal with a flat tempora
envelope, the input–output characteristic of this chain
steady state is almost logarithmic. The output of the
adaptation loops is expressed in model units~MU!.
These units are scaled in such a way that input lev
which correspond to a sound pressure level of 0 and
dB are scaled to 0 and 100 MU, respectively. Fast
namic changes in the envelope are not compressed
the adaptation loops but are processed almost linea
1077Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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FIG. 2. Output of the peripheral preprocessor for a 500-Hz tone~left panel! and a 4000-Hz tone~right panel! of 100-ms duration. The output was calculate
for a filter tuned to the frequency of the tone.
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These adaptation loops are included at this stage of
model for the following reason. In the first place, th
adaptation loops have been successful in predicting
tection performance in monaural nonsimultaneous ma
ing conditions~Dau et al., 1996b, 1997!. Therefore, the
current model has the same capabilities of predict
monaural thresholds, including specific masker wa
form dependence and forward and backward mask
Furthermore, Kohlrausch and Fassel~1997! concluded
that adaptation has toprecedethe binaural interaction
stage in order to account for binaural forward mask
data.

Second, it has been shown frequently that for both m
aural and binaural detection of signals added to a wi
band masker with a variable level, the thresholdsignal-
to-maskerratio is approximately constant, as long as t
masker level is well above the absolute threshold~cf.
McFadden, 1968; Hall and Harvey, 1984!. If it is as-
sumed that a certain constantchangeat the output of the
adaptation loops is needed to detect a signal, the si
must be equal to a certainfraction of the masker level
due to the logarithmic compression. Hence the signal
masker ratio will be approximately constant at thresho
Thus, by compressing the input signals logarithmica
combined with the assumption that a fixed change in
output is necessary for detection, the model can acco
for the constant signal-to-masker ratio. Hence the ad
tation loops work as an automatic gain control exhibiti
a monotonic relation between steady-state input and
put levels. To be more explicit, the output waveform
not a simple linearly scaled version of the input sign
This has implications for binaural conditions with a
overall IID, which are discussed in Breebaartet al.
~2001a!.
An example of the output of the peripheral preproce

ing stage is given in Fig. 2. The left panel shows the out
for a 500-Hz tone with a duration of 100 ms in the audito
channel tuned to the frequency of the tone, while the ri
panel shows the same for a 4000-Hz tone, both at a leve
70 dB SPL. In this example, it is clear that for high freque
cies the fine structure of the input waveform is lost. Furth
more, effects of peripheral filtering~longer ringing for the
1078 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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500-Hz signal! and adaptation are clearly visible. Because
the amplitude scaling of the output of the adaptation loo
the fine structure waveform of the output can in principle
negative, to ensure that theaveragesteady-state output ap
proximates the rms input in dB SPL. This has no effect
the performance of the model.

V. BINAURAL PROCESSING STAGE

A. Structure

In the binaural processor, signals from correspond
auditory channels are compared by EI-type elements. E
EI-type element is described by a characteristic ITD an
characteristic IID. We can think of such a characterization
being the result of an orthogonal combination of the Jeffre
delay line~Jeffress, 1948! with the multiple IID taps of Reed
and Blum~1990!. This combination is depicted in Fig. 3.

The upper and lower horizontal lines carry the time s
nals from corresponding auditory channels from the rig
and left ears. The tapped delays~denoted by triangles! com-
bined with the opposite transfer directions of the signals
sult in a relative interaural delay that varies with thehorizon-
tal position within the matrix. At the left side, the right-ea
signal is delayed compared to the left-ear signal and v
versa. Our extension lies in the fact that each tap of the de
line is connected to a chain of attenuators~depicted by the
blocks!. The EI-type elements~circles! are connected to
these tapped attenuator lines. In a similar way as for
delay line, a relative attenuation occurs which varies with
vertical position within the matrix. In this way, the two
parameter characterization of each element, which is
cluded for each frequency band, results in a thr
dimensional time-varying activity pattern if auditory stimu
are presented to the model.

B. Time-domain description

In principle, two different EI-type elements can be a
signed to each auditory filter: one which is excited by the l
ear and inhibited by the right ear and a second one w
interaurally reversed interaction. The outputEL of the EI-
type elements which are excited by the left ear and inhibi
by the right ear is defined as
Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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FIG. 3. Structure of the binaural pro
cessor. The triangles denote dela
~Dt!, the blocks are attenuators~Da!,
and the circles denote EI-type ele
ments.
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EL~ i ,t,t,a!5 d10a/40Li~ t1t/2!2102a/40Ri~ t2t/2!e2,
~1!

while the output of the EI elements excited by the right e
and inhibited by the left ear,ER , is given by

ER~ i ,t,t,a!5 d102a/40Ri~ t2t/2!210a/40Li~ t1t/2!e2.
~2!

Here, Li(t) denotes the time-domain output from th
left-ear peripheral preprocessor at filteri, Ri(t) the output
from the right-ear peripheral preprocessor at filteri and the
subscripti refers to auditory channeli. The characteristic IID
in dB is denoted bya, the characteristic ITD in seconds byt.
The ceiling brackets~d•e! denote a half-wave rectifier: if the
inhibitory signal is stronger than the excitatory signal, t
output is zero. The fact that the output is squared is explai
later. From Eqs.~1! and~2! we can see that the left and righ
ear signals undergo a relative delay oft and a relative level
adjustment ofa dB. Different values oft anda correspond
to different EI-type elements, resulting in apopulation of
elements in the~t,a! space. It is assumed that all possib
combinations oft anda that may occur in real-life listening
conditions are represented by an EI-type element, but
some elements are able to deal with even larger valuest
anda. In the model, internal delays of up to 5 ms and int
nal intensity differences ofa510 dB are realized.1

We found that it is very convenient to reduce the num
of EI-type elements by combining the outputsEL and ER

given in Eqs.~1! and~2!. It can be shown that summation o
these signals results in an outputE given by

E~ i ,t,t,a!5„10a/40Li~ t1t/2!2102a/40Ri~ t2t/2!…2.
~3!

An important consequence of the above summation
that the EI-type element described in Eq.~3! does not have a
monotonic dependence on the externally presented IID b
shows aminimumin its activity if the inputs match the char
acteristic IID of the element. From this point on, the te
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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EI-type element will refer to the combined elements as
scribed in Eq.~3!. To incorporate a finite binaural tempora
resolution, the EI-activityE is processed by a sliding tempo
ral integratorw(t). This integrator is based on results fro
Kollmeier and Gilkey~1990! and Holubeet al. ~1998! and
consists of a double-sided exponential windoww(t) with a
time constantc of 30 ms:

E8~ i ,t,t,a!5E
2`

`

E„i ,~ t1t int!,t,a…w~ t int! dtint , ~4!

with

w~ t !5
exp~2utu/c!

2c
. ~5!

Finally, a compressive function is applied to the outp
of the integrator to model saturation effects in the EI cell

E9~ i ,t,t,a!5ap~t! log „bE8~ i ,t,t,a!11…1n~ i ,t,t,a!.
~6!

An internal noisen( i ,t,t,a) limits the accuracy of in-
ternal binaural processing.2 It is assumed that the rms leve
of this Gaussian-noise source is constant and equals 1
and that the noise is independent of timet, auditory channel
i, and is the same for different EI-type elements. The sca
a andb are constants. These constants describe the sen
ity to interaural differences and are fixed and equal for
EI-type elements. By adjustinga and b, the output of the
EI-type elements is scaled relative to the internal noise
hence the sensitivity for binaural differences can be adjus

The weighting functionp(t) refers to the fact that cells
with larger characteristic interaural delays are less frequ
than cells with smaller characteristic delays~Batra et al.,
1997a!. This corresponds to Jeffress’~1948! statement that
for coincidence counter neurons, ‘‘cells are less dense a
from the median plane.’’ In our approach, fewer cells mea
less accurate precision in processing and hence more inte
1079Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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noise. To include this relative increase in the internal no
the EI-type element is scaled by a weighting function wh
decreaseswith internal delay. The weighting function is de
scribed as follows:

p~t!5102utu/5, ~7!

where the internal delayt is expressed in ms. This formul
resulted from data with (NoSp)t stimuli which are presented
in Appendix A. Such a distribution along internal delays h
also been included in several other binaural detection
localization models~Colburn, 1977; Stern and Colburn
1978; Sternet al., 1988; Shackletonet al., 1992; Stern and
Shear, 1996!.

A graphical representation of Eq.~6!, leaving out the
internal noise, is shown in Fig. 4. For small values ofE8, the
input–output function is linear. For higher values ofE8, the
curve converges to a logarithmic function.

The rationale for including the logarithmic transform
tion in Eq. ~6! is as follows. Eganet al. ~1969! measured
psychometric functions for NoSp stimuli as a function of the
signal power. They found that the sensitivity indexd8 was
linearly related to the signal power^S2&:

d85m^S2&/^N2&. ~8!

Here, ^N2& denotes the masker power andm is a con-
stant. We will now show that this experimental findin
matches our EI-type element input–output function for lo
signal-to-masker ratios. For an No masker alone, there is
activity E9 for an EI-type element witht50 anda50 ~if the
internal errors are neglected!, since the masker is complete
canceled. When an Sp signal is added to the masker, th
quadratic input–output characteristic of the EI-type eleme
results in an output which is related linearly to thepowerof
the difference signal between the left and right ear sign
Hence for an interaurally out-of-phase signal, the result
Eq. ~3! ~i.e., E! is linearly related to the signal power^S2&.
The temporal integrator in Eq.~4! does not alter this prop
erty. Since for the measurement of psychometric functi
the signal level is low~i.e., near threshold!, the result of Eq.
~6! can be described in a first-order approximation by

E9~ i ,t,0,0!'abp~t!E8~ i ,t,0,0!1n~ i ,t,0,0!. ~9!

FIG. 4. Input–output characteristic of the EI-type element. The dotted
represents the lineE95abE8 ~see text!.
1080 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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This relation, without incorporation of the internal nois
n, is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 4. Thus, the change
the output of the EI-type element near threshold as a func
of the input can be described by a linear relation, as given
Eq. ~9!. If E9 is used as a decision variable in the NoSp
detection paradigm,d8 is related linearly to the signal powe
^S2& as found by Eganet al. ~1969!. The fact that thepower
of the signal is used as a decision variable in NoSp para-
digms is also supported by the results of Breebaartet al.
~1999!. They proposed the power of the difference signal
a detection variable for stimuli which comprise combinatio
of static and dynamically varying ITDs and IIDs. The slop
relating signal power tod8 in the model is represented by th
product ab. Therefore, this product represents the mode
sensitivity to binaural stimuli with a reference correlatio
near11.

For maskers which are not perfectly correlated, for e
ample, in an NrSp condition with r,0.95, the approxima-
tion from Eq.~9! does not hold. For such stimuli,E9 can be
approximated by

E9~ i ,t,0,0!'ap~t! log bE8~ i ,t,0,0!1n~ i ,t,0,0!. ~10!

Thus, the input–output relation of this curve is logarit
mic. If it is assumed that a certain constant change inE9 is
needed to detect a signal~this assumption is reflected in th
additive noise with a constant rms value!, the change inE8
must be equal to a certainfraction of E8. Thus, for an addi-
tive noisen, we need a constant Weber fraction inE8 for
equal detectability. This Weber fraction is also shown in F
4. At higher input levels, the change in the input (E8) nec-
essary to produce a fixed change in the output (DE9) is
larger than at low input levels. This is in essence similar
the EC theory~Durlach, 1963!. Durlach assumed a fixed
signal-to-masker ratio after a~partial! cancellation of the
masker. Since Durlach’s theory is very successful in pred
ing BMLDs for wideband NrSp conditions, it is expected
that our model has similar prediction performance for the
stimuli. As can be observed from Eq.~10!, the Weber frac-
tion necessary at threshold is determined by the constana.
Thus,a represents the model’s sensitivity for binaural sign
at reference correlations smaller than11.

In the following, some basic aspects of the binaural p
cessing stage will be demonstrated. For all examples,
sample rate of the processed stimuli was 32 kHz. The mo
parametersa andb were set to 0.1 and 0.000 02, respective
These values resulted from the calibration procedure as
scribed in Breebaartet al. ~2001a!. All output examples
given in this section are shown without the incorporation
the internal noisen( i ,t,t,a) and withp(t)51 for all delays
to show the properties at hand more clearly.3

C. Static ITDs and IIDs

If a 500-Hz pure tone at a level of 70 dB is presented
the model, an activity pattern in the binaural processor
curs as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 5. Here, the ide
ized @i.e., no internal noise andp(t)51# activity of EI units
(E9) at 500-Hz center frequency is shown as a function
the characteristic ITD and IID of each element. This activ

e

Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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FIG. 5. Idealized@no internal noise,
p(t)51# EI-activity patterns for a
500-Hz sinusoid as a function of the
characteristic IID and ITD of each
unit. The upper panel corresponds to
diotic signal ~i.e., no external IID or
ITD!. The signal in the lower-left
panel has an ITD of 1 ms and no IID
the signal in the lower-right panel ha
an IID of 20 dB and no ITD.
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was computed from the stationary part of the response
covers the range from 250 to 500 ms after the onset of
tone.

The pattern is periodic along the characteristic ITD a
~t! and shows a sharp minimum along the characteristic
axis ~a!. At the minimum~t5a50! the signals are perfectly
matched and thus are fully cancelled. For other character
values within the EI array, only partial cancellation occu
resulting in a remaining activity for these units. Due to t
periodic nature of the 500-Hz signal, minimum activity w
occur at delays of integer amounts of the signal period. If
apply an external interaural time difference of 1 ms to
500-Hz tone, an activity pattern occurs as shown in
lower-left panel of Fig. 5. Basically, the pattern is the sa
as the pattern shown in the upper panel of Fig. 5 except f
shift along the characteristic ITD axis. Thus, externally p
sented ITDs result in a shift of the pattern along the inter
ITD axis. By scanning the minimum in the pattern, the e
ternally presented ITD can be extracted in a similar way a
models based on cross correlation.

If a sound is presented with a certain external IID,
similar shift along the internal characteristic IID axis occu
This is shown in the lower-right panel of Fig. 5. The exte
nally presented IID was 20 dB. The pattern is shifted towa
positive characteristic IIDs. A noteworthy effect is that t
activity in the minimum is no longer equal to zero, indicatin
that the waveforms from the left and right sides cannot
canceled completely. This incomplete cancellation res
from the nonlinear processing in the peripheral proces
due to the different input levels at both sides the wavefor
cannot be equalized perfectly by applying an internal ch
acteristic IID. Since incomplete cancellation corresponds
reduced correlation, and this is typically associated wit
less compact auditory image, our model’s output correspo
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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to the observation that applying IIDs to a diotic stimul
results in a less compact perceived image~Blauert, 1997, p.
170!.

Thus, by determining the position of the minimum in th
activity pattern, both the externally presented ITD and I
can be extracted. For wideband stimuli the ambiguity
which delay is the delay that corresponds to the location o
sound source can be obtained by combining informat
across frequency bands~for example, a straightness measur!
as demonstrated by Sternet al. ~1988! and Shackletonet al.
~1992!. For narrow-band stimuli and pure tones, the ITD c
usually be resolved by the headwidth constraint: in daily-l
listening conditions the interaural delay is limited to abo
0.7 ms by the size of the head.

The ITDs and IIDs are very important when the locati
of a sound source must be estimated~especially the azi-
muth!. Studies have shown that the perceived locus o
sound source depends on both the IID and the ITD~Sayers,
1964; Yost, 1981; Schianoet al., 1986!. For stimuli pre-
sented through headphones, the ITD and IID can be man
lated in such a way that their contributions to the laterality
the perceptual image tend to cancel or reinforce each ot
‘‘Time-intensity tradeability’’ refers to the extent to whic
the intracranial locus of a binaural sound depends only
the combined effect of these time and intensity differenc
as opposed to the magnitude of these differences consid
individually. This trading effect is, however, not perfec
Hafter and Carrier~1972! and Ruotoloet al. ~1979! found
that subjects can discriminate between images that are
ceived with the same lateralization but were created by
ferent combinations of IIDs and ITDs. This implies incom
plete trading of these interaural parameters. The cur
model can, in principle, account for this phenomenon,
cause IID and ITD estimates of the presented sound so
1081Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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FIG. 6. Left panel: Idealized EI-
activity for a wideband diotic noise
~0–4000 Hz! with an overall level of
70 dB SPL for an auditory filter cen-
tered at 500 Hz. Right panel: chang
in the activity pattern of the left pane
if a 500-Hz interaurally out-of-phase
signal ~Sp! is added with a level of
50 dB.
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can be extracted independently from the activity pattern
can be combined into one lateralization estimate, for
ample by weighted addition~e.g., Hafter, 1971!.

D. Time-varying ITDs

In order to analyze the effect of time-varying interau
parameters, consider the internal representation for bina
beats~cf. Perrott and Nelson, 1969; Perrott and Musica
1977!. The presentation of two identical tones, one to ea
ear, results in a single fused image centered in the listen
head. If a small interaural frequency difference is introduc
~up to 2 Hz!, apparent motion is reported. For intermedia
frequency differences~i.e., up to 40 Hz!, roughness~fast
beats! is heard and for large frequency differences, two se
rate images are perceived. In the model, two tones with
same frequency result in an EI activity pattern as shown
the upper panel of Fig. 5. If the fine-structure waveforms
compared on a short time scale, asmall interaural frequency
difference is equivalent to an interaural phase difference
increases linearly with time. Since this phase difference
creases with time, an ongoing shift of the minimum along
characteristic delay axis occurs, and the perceived locu
the sound moves along the line connecting both ears. If
interaural frequency difference is increased~e.g., 10 Hz!, the
limited temporal resolution of the model becomes incre
ingly important. During the time span defined by the temp
ral window, the interaural phase differences will now chan
considerably. Therefore there is no EI-type element wh
can cancel the signal completely, resulting in an increas
the EI activity in the valley and a lowering of the maximu
activity. Consequently, there is no sharp minimum within t
pattern, indicating that there is no well-defined audible loc
Thus, in accordance with psychophysical data, such fast
tion is not represented within the binaural display.

E. Binaural detection

Human observers are very sensitive to changes in
interaural correlation of binaural signals. This sensitivity
veals itself in the phenomenon of binaural masking le
differences~BMLDs!. If an interaurally out-of-phase signa
is added to an interaurally in-phase noise, the threshold
detecting the signal is up to 25 dB lower than for an in-ph
signal ~Hirsh, 1948b; Hafter and Carrier, 1970; Zurek a
Durlach, 1987!. In our modeling framework, the addition o
the Sp signal results in a specific change in the EI activ
pattern. To demonstrate this, the left panel of Fig. 6 sho
1082 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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the idealized EI activity for a diotic wideband noise~0–4
kHz, 70 dB overall level! for an auditory filter centered a
500 Hz.

If a 500-Hz out-of-phase signal with a level of 50 d
SPL is added, the activity pattern changes. The differe
between the pattern for the No noise alone and the Nop
stimulus is shown in the right panel of Fig. 6~note the dif-
ferent scale on the activity axis!. Clearly, for a characteristic
IID and ITD of zero, there is a substantial change in activ
while for other characteristic values, the change is much l
This change in activity can be used as a basis for a deci
process in a detection task as will be described in the n
section.

VI. CENTRAL PROCESSOR

The central processor receives both binaural~from the
binaural processor! and monaural~directly from the adapta-
tion loops! information. For signal detection purposes, t
model can be used as an ‘‘artificial observer,’’ for example
a three-interval, forced-choice~3-IFC! procedure with feed-
back. The feedback is used by the artificial observer to le
what features of the stimuli have to be used for succes
detection. In the 3-IFC procedure, two intervals contain o
the masker, while the third interval contains the masker p
signal. The model’s task is to identify which interval contai
the test signal. This task is implemented in the followi
way. We assume that a template,Ē( i ,t,t,a), is stored in
memory, consisting of the mean internal representation
several masker-alone realizations. The ability of listeners
use such a template for detection purposes was sugge
before by Dau~1992! and Dauet al. ~1996a!, and for binau-
ral detection by Holubeet al. ~1995! and by Breebaart and
Kohlrausch~2001!. In our simulations, such a template ca
be derived in the beginning of a simulated adaptive tra
where the large difference between masker-alone
masker-plus-signal intervals allows an easy automatic id
tification of the masker-alone and the signal intervals. A
the feedback from the simulated adaptive track provid
identification of the masker-alone intervals. The task for
detection algorithm is to determine which interval induces
internal representation that differs most from this templa
In principle, the differences for all EI-type elements~i.e., as
a function of the channeli, time t, characteristic delayt, and
characteristic intensity differencea! could be used. How-
ever, this results in a considerable complexity due to
large number of dimensions which causes the compu
Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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FIG. 7. NoSp EI-activity as a function
of time for the EI-type element with
a5t50 without incorporation of in-
ternal noise. The left panel shows th
output for a single signal interva
~solid line! and for a masker alone
~dotted line!. The right panel shows
the average difference between mask
alone and masker-plus-signal. Th
masker had a duration of 400 ms. Th
300-ms signal was temporally cen
tered in the masker. Both signal an
masker were gated with 50-ms Han
ning windows.
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power necessary to compute the output for all relevant
type elements to be enormous. We found that for the co
tions described in the two accompanying articles it is su
cient to reduce this multidimensional space to only t
dimensions, namely time and auditory frequency chan
For each detection experiment, the optimal combination ot
and a is determined for the on-frequency channel. The
values are kept constant during that specific experiment
all channels. For example, in a wideband NoSp condition,
we already showed that for this specific condition, a ma
mum change in activity occurs fora5t50 ~see Fig. 6, right
panel!, while for other values ofa and t, a much smaller
effect is observed. It is therefore reasonable to only ana
the position corresponding to minimum activity~which is not
necessarilya5t50!, knowing that not too much information
is lost. Conceptually, this would mean that listeners only p
attention tooneposition in space.

The idealized output for one token of an No mask
alone as a function of time for the EI-type element w
t5a50 is shown by the dotted line in the left panel of Fi
7. The masker had a duration of 400 ms, and the 300
signal was temporally centered in the masker. Since ther
no internal noise and the masker is completely canceled
output is zero. This result is independent of specific mas
realizations, and therefore the template for the masker a
consists also of a zero line. If a signal is added to the mas
~with the same parameters as for Fig. 6!, the output in-
creases. This is shown by the solid line in the left pane
Fig. 7 for one realization of an NoSp condition. The peaks
and valleys in the output are the result of the adapta
loops in the peripheral preprocessing. If at a certain mom
the noise masker has a relatively large amplitude, the ad
tation loops will react to this large amplitude and compre
the incoming signals more heavily. The result is that
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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sinusoidal signal, which has a constant envelope, is redu
in level at the output of the adaptation loops and hence the
output decreases. Similarly, if a valley occurs in the mas
envelope, the EI output increases. The occurrence of val
and peaks in the noise masker occurs completely at rand
the expected value of the masker amplitude is constant o
time. Hence the expected output of the EI-type element in
NoSp condition is also constant over time. This is demo
strated in the right panel of Fig. 7. The solid line~labeled
‘‘weight’’ ! represents the mean output for an NoSp condition
averaged over ten stimulus realizations. These weights
form the model about where in time and frequency the c
for the detection process are present~e.g., the integration
window!. As expected, the weight is nearly constant, exc
for the on- and offset of the signal.

An idealized example that has a nonzero output fo
masker alone is given in Fig. 8. Here the masker and sig
have the same properties as in the previous example, ex
for the fact that the interaural masker correlation was
duced to 0.5~i.e., an NrSp condition with r50.5! and the
signal level was increased to 60 dB. As in the left panel
Fig. 7, the solid line represents the output for a sin
masker-plus-signal interval, the dotted line represents
mean output for ten masker-alone intervals~i.e., the tem-
plate!. At the interval between 100 and 350 ms, the sig
interval ~solid line! results in a larger output than the tem
plate~dotted line!. This is the cue that the model must dete
In contrast, during the interval from 0 to 100 ms the sign
interval actually results in a smaller output than the avera
masker alone. This is the result of the specific fine struct
waveform of the current masker realization and is not rela
to the presence or absence of the signal. This demonst
the necessity of the weights4 shown in the right panel of Fig
8. As in Fig. 7, the weights consist of the average differen
FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 7, only for an
NrSp condition withr50.5.
1083Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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between the masker-alone intervals and the masker-p
signal intervals. Since the weights are relatively low duri
the first 100 ms, the model ‘‘knows’’ that in this time inte
val, differences between template and actual stimulus ar
reliable cue for the presence of the signal.

To facilitate monaural detection, the output of the ada
tation loops is included after being low-pass filtered by
double-sided exponential window with time constants of
ms. These low-pass-filtered outputs are multiplied by a c
stant factor which denotes the monaural sensitivity of
model. The resulting signals are treated as an extra se
signalsE9( i ,t) which enter the optimal detector. This dete
tor compares the presented stimulus with the average inte
representation of the masker-alone stimulus. This averag
ternal representation is referred to as thetemplate. All differ-
ences across frequency channels and time between the a
stimulus and the template are weighted according to we
functions as shown in, e.g., the right panels of Figs. 7 an
and subsequently combined into one distance measure.
process is described in detail in Appendix B.

VII. MOTIVATION FOR EI-BASED BINAURAL
PROCESSING

As described in the Introduction, basically two binau
interaction processes have been used extensively in bina
models during the last decades. One is based on the inte
ral cross correlation, the other on the EC theory. Th
mechanisms are supported by so-called EE and EI units
spectively, as found in the neurophysiological pathway.
terms of their predictive scope, these mechanisms are
similar ~Domnitz and Colburn, 1976; Colburn and Durlac
1978; Green, 1992!. For several reasons it is almost impo
sible to validate all these models with the same data wh
have been used for the current model. First, a substantial
of the models have not been specified as time-domain m
els which makes comparisons impossible without additio
assumptions. Second, it is difficult to analyze and simu
all of these models including all variations and suggesti
for improvements that have been suggested because o
enormous amount of work involved. Third, by describing t
current model it is not our intention to demonstrate failu
of other models but to show the predictive scope of a tim
domain model based on EI interaction. For many of the c
ditions simulated in the accompanying articles~Breebaart
et al., 2001a, b!, predictions would be similar if the binaura
interaction was based on an EE~correlation!-type interaction
instead of an EI-type interaction. There are, however, so
conditions where we think that the interaural correlation a
EC-based models donot give similar results or require dif
ferent assumptions.

~1! A first difference concerns the effect of changes
the duration of the signal and the masker in an NoSp condi-
tion. In principle, two approaches can be applied when us
the interaural cross correlation. The first is to assume that
~normalized! correlation is calculated from the complete d
ration of the stimulus. The normalized interaural cross c
relation ~r! for an NoSp condition is then given by
1084 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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^N2&2^S2&

^N2&1^S2&
. ~11!

Here,^N2& denotes the masker energy and^S2& denotes the
signal energy in the interval over which the correlation
computed, i.e., the duration of the masker burst. Fo
masker alone, the interaural correlation is 1, because^S2&
equals zero. The addition of an interaurally out-of-phase s
nal results in a decrease in the cross correlation. If thesignal
duration is changed within the interval from which the cro
correlation is computed, a constant signalenergywill lead to
a constant decrease in the cross correlation. Thus, a dou
in the signal duration can be compensated by a decreas
the signal power by a factor of 2 and vice versa. This inve
relation between signal duration and binaural masked thre
olds is indeed close to experimental data, which show
effect of 4.5 dB/doubling and 1.5 dB/doubling of signal d
ration for signal durations below and beyond 60 ms, resp
tively ~cf. Zwicker and Zwicker, 1984; Yost, 1985; Wilso
and Fowler, 1986; Wilson and Fugleberg, 1987!. According
to such a scheme, a doubling inmaskerduration while hav-
ing a constant short signal duration should lead to a 3
increase in threshold. This does not, however, correspon
psychophysical results: NoSp thresholds for a signal of fixed
duration are hardly influenced by the masker duration~Mc-
Fadden, 1966; Trahiotiset al., 1972; Robinson and Trahiotis
1972; Kohlrausch, 1986!.

Alternatively, the correlation can be computed only fro
the stimulus part that contains the signal. In this case,
interaural correlation would beindependentof the duration
of both signal and masker~as long as the masker duration
at least as long as the signal duration! and hence threshold
would not be influenced by either signal or masker durati
which, again, is in contrast with the experimental results.

The performance of a cross-correlation model could
improved by assuming that an internal noise source
present which accumulates over the signal interval. If
model computes the cross correlation only from the sig
portion of the presented stimulus, both the signal energy
internal noise energy increase equally with signal durati
However, thevariability of the accumulated internal nois
energydecreaseswith signal duration because the number
independent noise samples increases. Since this variabili
the limiting factor in the detection process, thresholds
expected to decrease by 1.5 dB/doubling of signal durat
Although this is an improvement of such a model, it st
predicts a much shallower slope than found experiment
~see Breebaartet al., 2001b!. In the current model, the outpu
of the EI elements that cancel the masker completely is
dependent of the masker duration, while an increase of
signal duration results in lower thresholds because
change in the internal activity pattern will be present for
longer period. The third article in this series~Breebaartet al.,
2001b! demonstrates that the model can quantitatively
count for the effect of signal duration in an NoSp detection
task.

~2! The interaural cross correlation is insensitive
static interaural intensity differences. If the relative inten
ties of the signals arriving at both ears are changed, the
Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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malized cross correlation remains unchanged. Since it is
known that both ITDs and IIDs result in a lateralization
the perceived locus of a sound source~Sayers, 1964!, the
cross-correlation approach needs additional assumption
incorporate the processing of IIDs. Some suggestions h
been made to incorporate the processing of IIDs, which
based on the incorporation of inhibition of secondary pe
in the cross-correlation function~cf. Lindemann, 1986! or a
separate evaluation of the IIDs which is superimposed on
interaural cross correlation~Stern and Colburn, 1978!. Hence
it is certainly possible to incorporate IID sensitivity in
cross-correlation-based model. However, we think that
integral IID and ITD sensitivity for static and dynamical
varying interaural differences in the current model is a stro
point. The common treatment of ITDs and IIDs is a rath
restrictive aspect of the model. The internal errors in binau
processing of IIDs and ITDs are characterized by one v
able only, the amount of internal noise. In addition, the
ternal averaging of the binaurally processed stimuli occ
with one temporal window. Thus, the same~internal! tempo-
ral resolution is applied to IIDs, ITDs, and binaural detecti
experiments with tones in noise.

~3! A third point concerns normalization of the intera
ral cross correlation. Several models that have been p
lished are essentially based on the unnormalized cross c
lation, i.e., on the product of the~peripherally filtered!
waveforms. However, Breebaartet al. ~1998! and van de Par
et al. ~2001! noted that unnormalized cross-correlation mo
els cannot account for binaural detection data with narro
band noise maskers because of their inability to cope w
fluctuations in the overall masker energy. They argued
the uncertainty in the excitation of the simulated neural
tivity ~i.e., the unnormalized cross correlation! resulting from
a diotic narrow-band masker is much larger than the red
tion in the excitation due to the addition of an interaura
phase-reversed sinusoid~i.e., NoSp!. This leads to the pre
diction of very poor binaural performance. Hence cro
correlation-based models require specific accommodation
reduce the detrimental effects of stimulus level variabil
~see van de Paret al., 2001; Colburn and Isabelle, 2001!. An
often-proposed solution is to normalize the inputs to
cross correlator. However, the accuracy of this normaliza
must be better than we think is physiologically plausib
Therefore, van de Paret al. ~2001! suggested that an
equalization–cancellation~EC! mechanism may be favore
over models based on cross correlation since this approa
insensitive to overall fluctuations in the masker energy.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A binaural signal detection model was described t
transforms arbitrary stimuli into a three-dimensional inter
representation with a minimum of free parameters. This r
resentation is based on Durlach’s EC theory instead of
common cross-correlation approach. It was explained
for many experimental conditions, models based on the
theory or the cross correlation give similar predictions, b
that in conditions where predictions differ, an EC-lik
mechanism may be favored over the cross-correlation.
internal representation is analyzed by a template-match
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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procedure which extracts information about the presence
absence of a signal added to a masker. The two accomp
ing articles~Breebaartet al., 2001a, b! provide quantitative
predictions for a wide range of binaural signal detection c
ditions derived with the model described in this article.
particular, Breebaartet al. ~2001a! discusses the influence o
spectral masker and signal parameters on detection thr
olds, while Breebaartet al. ~2001b! deals with temporal
stimulus parameters.
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF
P„t…

A simple experiment was performed to determine t
effect of internal delays upon binaural detection. In partic
lar, an interaural delay was superimposed on an NoSp stimu-
lus. The task was to detect a signal within an interaura
delayed masker. The signal had a reversed interaural p
plus the same additional delay that was applied to
masker. We refer to this stimulus as (NoSp)t . The rationale
for this paradigm is that if the binaural system can comp
sate for the external delay which is present in both mas
and signal, the stimulus effectively corresponds to NoSp and
a large BMLD should be observed. It is expected, howev
that with increasing delays, this compensation results
more internal errors and thresholds will increase. The dis
bution of errors as a function oft needed to model these da
correctly can be captured in thep(t) function.

Our data were obtained for one subject only using
three-interval, forced-choice procedure with adaptive sign
level adjustment. A 400-ms narrow-band masker~10 Hz
wide! with center frequencies of 125 and 500 Hz was p
sented at a level of 65 dB SPL. The 300-ms signal w
temporally centered in the masker and had a freque
which was equal to the center frequency of the noise. B
masker and signal were gated with 50-ms Hanning windo
Delays up to half the period of the center frequency w
used. The results are shown in Fig. A1. The triangles co
spond to a center frequency of 500 Hz, the squares to
Hz. The diamonds represent data from a similar experim
performed by Colburn and Latimer~1978!. They measured
(NoSp)t thresholds for a 500-Hz signal added to a wideba
~20–1000 Hz! Gaussian-noise masker with an overall lev
of 75 dB SPL.

As expected, the thresholds increase with increasing
lay. The slope of this increase is about 2 dB/ms, which
indicated by the dashed line. The delay dependence of
thresholds is close to linear if the thresholds are expresse
dB. To incorporate a similar threshold dependence in
model, the weighting function must have an exponential
1085Breebaart et al.: Binaural processing model. I.
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cay. A slope of 2 dB/ms means that every 3 ms the sig
amplitude is doubled at threshold, which corresponds t
factor of 4 in the EI-type element output. Therefore, thep(t)
function must decrease by a factor of 4 every 3 ms, wh
results in the formulation given in Eq.~7!.

APPENDIX B: OPTIMAL DETECTOR

A set of channelsE9 consisting of binaural and monau
ral signals~one for each frequency channel! is presented a
the input of the optimal detector. Since further processing
the monaural and binaural channels is exactly equal, we
refer to the complete set of channelsE9( i ,t) as the input of
the optimal detector rather than using binaural and mona
channels separately.

For the channeli, the distanceU( i ,t) between a tem-
plate Ē( i ,t) and the actual outputE9( i ,t) is given by

U~ i ,t !5E9~ i ,t !2Ē~ i ,t !. ~B1!

The variance ofU( i ,t) resulting from internal noise an
masker uncertainty is denoted bys2( i ,t), while the mean
difference between masker plus test signal and masker a
near threshold level is denoted bym( i ,t). A single number
which describes the total difference between stimulus
template is assigned to each interval. This difference va
U, is computed by integrating the temporally weighted d
ference signalU( i ,t):

U5E
i
E

t50

t5T m~ i ,t !

s2~ i ,t !
U~ i ,t !di dt, ~B2!

where T denotes the interval duration. Thus, integration
performed over both time and auditory channels. T
weighting function„m( i ,t)/s2( i ,t)… ensures that the mode
only takes differences between template and actual si
into account at positions where differences are expected.
thermore, if at a certain position, the difference has a la
amount of variability~i.e., a large value ofs!, this uncertain
output has a smaller weight compared to positions w
smaller uncertainty. The weighting function is optimal wh
the variability represented bys is Gaussian, an assumptio
which does not always hold for the internal representati

FIG. A1. (NoSp)t thresholds as a function of the interaural delayt. The
triangles correspond to a center frequency of 500 Hz, the squares to 12
The diamonds are data adapted from Colburn and Latimer~1978!. The error
bars denote the standard error of the mean. The dashed line indicates a
of 2 dB/ms.
1086 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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Still it seems the most reasonable choice to use this wei
ing function. In a detection task decisions will be based
the value ofU. The higherU, the greater the likelihood tha
a signal is present. Thus, in a 3-IFC procedure the model
choose the interval with the highest value ofU. After each
trial, the model receives feedback. By storing the inter
representations of the three stimuli in memory~i.e., two
masker-alone realizations and one masker-plus-signal r
ization!, the model can update its estimate ofĒ( i ,t),
s2( i ,t), andm( i ,t). Ē( i ,t) is updated by averaging the ou
put E( i ,t) of all presented masker realisations. In a simi
way, the average value of all internal signal representation
computed. Thenm( i ,t) is obtained by subtracting the mea
internal representation of masker-alone intervals and
masker-plus-signal intervals. Finally,s2( i ,t) is obtained by
computing the variance in the internal masker-alone rep
sentations.

1If the sound pressure at the ear drums is considered, much larger inter
intensity differences may occur than 10 dB. However, these difference
the acoustic signals are severely reduced by the compression in the
tation loops. We found that the limit fora of 10 dB is appropriate for all
conditions that we tested. The range for the internal delays was chosen
that at very low frequencies~i.e., 100 Hz!, a delay of half the period of tha
frequency~e.g., 5 ms! is available.

2In Sec. IV, an additive noise was described to implement the abso
threshold of hearing. This is a different noise source from the noise m
tioned here which is added at the level of the EI-type elements. The EI-
element noise limits the detection of interaural differences which
present in stimuli with a level above the absolute threshold.

3The effect of internal noise was not included in the graphs because
pictures consist of asnapshotof the EI activity at a certain moment in time
The amount of internal noise for such a snapshot is of the same ord
magnitude as the output and hence the model properties that are de
strated would be impossible to see. The fact that the model does not s
from this internal noise in the same way as the visual observer does is
to the fact that the optimal detector which is present in the central proce
~see Sec. VI for details! is able to strongly reduce the internal noise b
temporal integration.

4It should be noted that in these examples, the variability in the EI ou
due to internal noise or due to stimulus uncertainty was not taken
account. As shown in Appendix B, the weight that is actually applied by
model consists of the average difference in EI output between masker a
and masker plus signal,dividedby the variance in the output for a maske
alone.
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